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Abstract 
 
 
We wish to demonstrate how the presence of a dynamic cosmological parameter and a model of the 
universe as a quantum computer can be combined to give us a picture of early universe inflationary 
physics which is quite non linear, with a distinct bifurcation. We claim that the bifurcation is linked to 
conditions which falsify initial conditions for casually continuous space times in the bridge between 
pre inflation to inflationary cosmology. And also give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a wormhole bridge between a prior contracting universe, and our present universe via a 
time dependent version of the Wheeler DeWitt equation. The existence of the solution of the Wheeler 
DeWitt equation with a pseudo time like component provides an additional symmetry to space time 
evolution which is broken by the chaotic regime of the scale factor, leading to a bifurcation in the 
evolution of the quintessence scalar field. The causal discontinuity is a direct outgrowth of a discrete 
time treatment of the Friedmann equation and lack of causal set ordering on a discrete early universe 
geometry as presented in Fay Dowker’s set theoretic analysis of quantum gravity phenomenology 
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Introduction. 
 
We explicitly use a worm hole solution of the Wheeler DeWitt equation as proving a thermal bridge 
between a prior universe which is contracting to a singularity, to the initial phases of our present universe, 
to provide a time dependent symmetry which is broken via casual discontinuity. The casual discontinuity is   
presented by using Fay Dowker’s characterization of causal sets [1], and a discrete interval version of the 
Friedmann equation. In addition, we use the datum Fay Dowker brings up about initial phases of the 
universe as comprising discrete set entries as arguing this forms a conceptual bridge between loop quantum 
gravity [2], the Wheeler- DeWitt equation [3], and Brane world physics [4]  
 
To give us a start, a) Loop quantum gravity may be giving us a template of thermal input which affirms that 
relic graviton production can exist. B) Brane world models as constructed by Randall [5] and Sundrum 
permit the low entropy conditions  Carroll and  Chen  predicted in 2005 [6] as well as how transition from 
the brane world model to be consistent with the 10 to the 32 Kelvin conditions stated by Weinberg in 1972 
[7] as necessary for quantum gravity . From that there is a transition to Guth style inflation.  
 
We will organize how to get to these bench marks via the following steps After we present the Wormhole 
solution of the Wheeler DeWitt equation, we 2nd form an argument for causal discontinuity via using Fay 
Dowker’s characterization of discrete elements of a causal set and tie that in with causal discontinuity we 
claim is given by a discrete version of the Friedmann equation for expansion of the scalar factor.. 3rd, we 
will outline Seth Lloyd’s model of the universe as a quantum computer.[8] 4th , we will bring up the 
vacuum energy as a temperature dependent cosmological parameter, varying from the moment of 
nucleation to a phase transition which involves axion (or in SUSY parlance, saxion) wall formation and 
decay, as a contribution to dark energy [9].5th we bring up relic graviton burst behavior in the onset of a 
transfer of thermally based vacuum energy[10,11] 6th, we discuss how the bifurcation of the scale factor 
occurs, in tandem with the short term behavior of a quintessence field we claim is short lived, and 
contributes, when decaying to real time values as a result of a large vacuum energy to the creating of dark 
energy later on. 
 
The early universe behavior of the scalar quintessence field is next outlined. We claim that it disappears at 
an early date, i.e. well before the onset of the CMBR (i.e. 400 thousand years after the big bang), in such a 
way as to preserve the symmetry of the quintessence field so outlined by traditional inflation, but at an 
earlier date. This leads to a bifurcation of the scale factor ( )ta between an initial exponential expansion , to 
a chaotic regime, reflecting upon casual discontinuity, then finally to the present to future cosmological 
conditions leading to acceleration of the expansion of the universe under today’s condition.[12] 
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I. Presenting the first symmetry, i.e. the Wheeler De Witt worm 
hole transferal of vacuum energy from a prior universe to 
today’s universe  
We claim that a prior universe is linked via a worm hole solution of the Wheeler De Witt equation to a 
present universe configuration, due to a pseudo time component to the Wheeler De Witt equation. . This 
worm hole solution is a necessary and sufficient condition for thermal transfer of heat from that prior 
universe to allow for graviton production under relic inflationary conditions. To model this, we use results 
from Lawrence B. Crowell’s book on quantum fluctuations in space time which gives a model from a 
pseudo time component version of the Wheeler DeWitt equation, with a use of the Reinssner-Nordstrom 
metric to help us obtain a solution which passes through a thin shell separating two space times.  
 
The radius of the shell, ( )tr0  separating the two space times is of length Pl in approximate magnitude, 
leading to a domination of the time component for the Reissner – Nordstrom metric 
( ) ( ) 2
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This assume that the cosmological vacuum energy parameter has a temperature dependence as outlined by 
Park (2003) leading to if  
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 a wave functional solution to a Wheeler De Witt equation bridging two space times has a character similar 
to that of a form exists between these two space times with ‘instantaneous’ transfer of thermal heat and 
energy given by ( ) { } 2212 CACAT ⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅−∝Ψ ωηη                                        (4) 
This has ( )rtCC ,,11 ω=  as a pseudo cyclic and evolving function in terms of frequency, time, and 
spatial function, with the same thing describable about ( )rtCC ,,22 ω=  
with ( ) ( )rtCrtCC ,,,, 211 ωω ≠= . The upshot of this is that a thermal bridge between a shrinking prior 
universe, collapsing to a singularity, and an expanding universe expanding from a singularity exits, with an 
almost instantaneous transfer of heat with terms dominated by ( )Tη  exits, and is forming a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the thermal heat flux leading to the relic graviton burst delineated later on.  
Theorem 1 The following are equivalent  
1. There exists a Reisnner-Nordstrom Metric with -F(r) dt2 dominated by a cosmological 
vacuum energy term , ( )3Λ− times 2dt , for early universe conditions in the time range 
less than or equal to Planck’s time Pt  
2. A solution for a pseudo – time dependent version of the Wheeler De Witt equation exists 
with a wave function ( )Ttr ,,Ψ  forming a wormhole bridge between two universe domains, 
with ( ) ( )TtrTtr ,,,, −Ψ=Ψ  for a region of space time before signal causality 
discontinuity, and for times Ptt <  
 4
3. The heat flux dominated vacuum energy value given by ( )Ttr ,,Ψ  contributes to a relic 
graviton burst, in a region of time less than or equal to Planck’s time Pt  
 
The proof of Theorem 1 will await further developments being presented in the text. 
 
II. Presenting evidence for causal discontinuity due to 
the transferal of thermally based vacuum energy as 
implied by the worm hole solution to the Wheeler De 
Witt equation. 
Begin first by presenting a version of the Friedmann equation given by Peter Frampton.[13] 
( ) [ ]
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With, for small scale factor values 
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We get the following polynomial expression for scale factors near the big bang itself assuming 1−= au  
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We could go considerably higher in polynomial roots of Eqn. (7) above, depending upon the degree of 
accuracy we wished to obtain. This truncation so picked above is assuming a non infinite value of 
1−= au , as well as a non zero value and non infinite value for the Λ term. In doing so, we would obtain 
an extremely non standard evolution for the scale factor, assuming when we do so that 
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We argue that the existence of such a non linear equation for early universe scale factor evolution 
introduces a de facto ‘information’ barrier between a prior universe which as we argue can only include 
thermal bounce input to the new nucleation phase of our present universe. To see this, we can turn to Dr. 
Dowker’s paper on causal sets [1] which require the following ordering with a relationp , where we 
assume that initial relic space time is replaced by an assembly of discrete elements, so as to create, initially, 
a partially ordered set C  
 
(1) If ,yx p and ,zy p then zx p  
(2) If ,yx p and ,xy p then yx =  for Cyx ε,  
 
(3) For any pair of fixed elements x  and z of elements inC , the set { }zyxy pp| of 
elements lying in between x and z is finite 
 
Items (1) and (2) give us that we have C  as a partially ordered set and the third item permits local 
finiteness. This when combined with as a model for how the universe evolves via a scale factor equation 
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permits us to write, after we substitute ( ) Plta <∗  for =<∗ Ptt Planck time, and Pla ≡0 , and ( ) α100 ≡∗taa  for 0>>α into a discrete equation model of Eqn (5) leads to 
 
 
Theorem 2 Using the Friedmann equation for the evolution of a scale 
factor ( )ta , we have a non partially ordered set evolution of the scale factor 
with evolving time, thereby implying a causal discontinuity 
 
Proof : 
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So in the initial phases of the big bang, with a very large vacuum energy, 
we obtain the following relation which violates (signal) causality. This for 
any given fluctuation of time in the ‘positive’ direction 
( )( ) 1<⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +
∗
∗
ta
tta δ                                                        (10) 
We argue that the existence of such a violation of a causal set arrangement in the evolution of a scale factor 
argues for a break in information propagation from a prior universe, to our present universe. This neatly 
compliments the transferal of an extremely large temperature based vacuum energy via a worm hole. This 
worm hole transferal from a prior universe to relic conditions in today’s universe is itself an argument for 
causal signal breakage since it would be effectively a faster than light propagation from a prior collapsing 
universe, to today’s universe 
III. Seth Lloyd’s universe as a quantum computer model, 
with modifications 
We make use of the formula given by Seth Lloyd in arXIV [8] which related the number of operations the 
‘Universe’ can ‘compute’ during its evolution. Seth Lloyd uses the idea he attributed to Landauer to the 
effect that the universe is a physical system which has information being processed over its evolutionary 
history. Lloyd also makes reference to a prior paper where he attributes an upper bound to the permitted 
speed a physical system can have in performing operations in lieu of the Margolis/ Levitin theorem, with a 
quantum mechanically given upper limit value (assuming E is the average energy of the system above a 
ground state value), obtaining a first limit with regards to a quantum mechanical average energy bound 
value of  [ ] hπEoperations 2sec/# ≤                                                           (11) 
The second limit to this number of operations is strictly linked to entropy due to considerations as to limits 
to memory space. Via what Lloyd writes as [ ] ( )2ln/)(# ⋅≤ BkentropySoperations                              (12) 
The third limit as to strict considerations as to a matter dominated universe relates number of allowed 
computations / operations within a volume for the alleged space of a universe, making the identification of 
this space time volume as 33 tc ⋅ , with c the speed of light, and t an alleged time/ age for the universe . We 
further identify 2~)( cenergyE ⋅ρ , with ρ  as the density of matter, and 2c⋅ρ as the energy density/ 
unit volume. This leads to  
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[ ] 332sec/# tccoperations ⋅×⋅≤ ρ                                            (13) 
We then can write this, if we identify 327 /10~ meterkil−ρ  and time as approximately 
yearst 1010~ as leading to a present upper bound of  
[ ] 12045 10# ≤⋅⋅≈ tcoperations ρ                         (14) 
Seth Lloyd further refines this to read as follows 
( ) ( ) 120011 104# ≤≈−⋅= PFinal tttttEoperations h                       (15) 
We assume that =1t  final time of physical evolution, whereas 430 10~ −= Ptt  seconds and that we can 
set an energy input via assuming in early universe conditions that ,1<<≠ ++ εN  and ,10 << +N  so 
that we are looking at a graviton burst supplied energy value along the lines of  
[ ]gravitonvolgravitonVacDim VNGVE ωρπρ ⋅≈⋅⋅⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ Λ=⋅= −+− h44 ~8)(            (16) 
Furthermore, if we use the assumption that the temperature is within the given range of 
2932 1010 −≈T Kelvin initially, we have that a Hubble parameter defined along the route specified by 
Seth Lloyd. This is in lieu of time Ht /1= , a horizon distance defined as Hc /≈ , and a total energy 
value within the horizon as 
 Energy (within the horizon) ( ) ( )HtHc PC ⋅≈⋅⋅≈ 243 /1hρ                      (17) 
And this for a Horizon parameter Seth Lloyd defines as [8] 
[ ] 238 cGH crit ⋅⋅= ρπ                                      (18) 
And a early universe  
Volgravitongravitoncrit V −⋅ 4~~ ωρρ h                                      (19) 
Then [14] [ ] [ ]
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⋅≈⋅≈ −− ωπ h     (20) 
Theorem 3: The number of allowed operations in the evolution of the 
universe specifies a relationship between an evaluated volume for space 
time, and upper limits of released relic graviton frequencies 
Proof: See Eqn (20) above  
IIIa. Investigation of entropy within the z=1100 red shift 
CMB barrier 
So far we have argued as to the existence of a high level of entropy within what could be a large volume of 
space relative to the initial volume present in vacuum nucleation of an initially very high energy density 
state of matter-energy. We shall endeavor to give more specifics as to the relationship between entropy 
density, overall entropy, changes in volume, as well as changes in time which we believe govern the spatial 
regime in which gravitons are initially coupled to matter. Key to this is asserting that the entropy density is 
scaled in early Universe conditions as an initial value of entropy density at a proper time proportional to 
Planck’s time interval of about ten to the minus 43 seconds in magnitude times the ration of initial proper 
time, over proper time at a later stage in cosmological evolution. . Whereas the overall entropy is the 
entropy density, times a space time volume specified at a given proper time. For those who wish to 
understand what we are referring to, we define first a de facto distance to any comoving observer, where 
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DG(t present) is the distance D now to galaxy G now, while a(t) is a universal scale factor that applies to all 
comoving objects. From its definition we see that a(t present) = 1 so we get a generalized distance relationship 
DG(t)=a(t)*DG(t present)                       (21) 
This is assuming a large red shift value, where we define the red shift value Z via 
1+z = sqrt[(1+v/c)/(1-v/c)]                                               (22) 
The proper time so referred to, on small scales, is based on the concept of volume, while for large scales the 
usual definition of length is applied. This is given in arXiv:gr-qc/0102088,[15]. Needless to say for 
area/volume about the big bang, proper time is proportional to the Planck time interval 4310−∝ seconds. 
This leads to us following scaling of entropy density, as given by Seibert (and Bjorken in 1983) in 1991 as, 
where we define 0τ  as an initial (at the point of nucleation of a vacuum state) proper time value, so we 
write entropy density for proper times τ greater than 0τ [16] 
( ) ( ) ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡⋅= τ
τττ 00ss                                                (23) 
If we make a relationship between entropy density, and entropy itself, ( ) ( ) [ ] ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡⋅⋅= − τ
τττ 0dim40 VsS  we 
can define the onset of early stages of entropy as growing up to a time Planck time interval 
4310−∝ seconds via Silbert’s formula of [16] 
( ) [ ] 432 10~20, −≈<<⋅⋅= PtcttktS λσ  seconds                          (24) 
This would correspond to the Loop quantum gravity insertion of thermal energy into a present universes 
space time continuum with an initial relic graviton producing burst initiated by a cosmological 
‘constant’ 20 360 PBarvinskymassAxionPark m⋅≈Λ⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯∞≈Λ → [17], with the lower value signifying a 
release of relic gravitons, and this when we are setting Pm as the Planck mass, i.e. the mass of a black hole 
of ‘radius’ on the order of magnitude of Planck length 3510~ −Pl centimeters in width. Hereafter, we are 
then setting the entropy as scaling as  
( ) ( )[ ] ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ≅<<⋅= −− 110010~, 43dim4 zatttttVstS Pnet                (25) 
This is assuming that the 
net
s is an average value of entropy density which would be relatively constant 
in the aftermath of the big bang up to the red shift barrier of Z of the order of 1100. Then afterwards, we 
could expect a rough scaling of entropy density according to 
( ) ( ) [ ] ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡⋅⋅= − τ
τττ 0dim40 )(timeVsS                                       (26) 
We wish now that we have described how entropy behaves via scaling arguments look at the physical 
inputs into this problem Note, we are making one specific identification here. That the initial growth of 
graviton based entropy density is in tandem with the growth of free energy with increasing temperatures in 
the onset of a vacuum state according to 
Free energy ( )242 90~ TsT −≈−π                                     (27) 
We obtained this value of free energy by associating Eqn. (27) with the free energy of a massless spin zero 
boson, or minus the pressure of a ‘spin zero boson’ state, and [ ]3042Tπ  as the energy density of a spin 
zero boson gas, which can be read off as part of a finite temperature one loop full potential ( )CTV φ for 
high temperature values of a scalar field given by (assuming that ( )CV φ is a one loop effective potential) 
when we are looking at an a early universe scalar field model of inflation for which we are looking at high 
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temperature symmetry restoration , where we look at a critical value of the scalar field at about the time of 
vacuum nucleation, we call Cφ  at time 4310−≈t seconds. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ...
8
222 +−+= TsTVV CCCT φλφφ                     (28) 
This leads to us now considering what physical inputs should be made into the parameters of our entropy/ 
number of computations upper limits as specified by the given equations written up in this document 
IV. Evolution of the Vacuum energy via 4th and 5th 
dimensional considerations, as well as the Hartle-
Hawking’s wave function 
First of all we need to consider if  there is an inherent fluctuation in early universe cosmology which is 
linked to a vacuum state nucleating out of ‘nothing’.  
.  
The vacuum fluctuation leads to production of a dark energy density which we can state is initially due to 
contributions from an axion wall, which is dissolved during the inflationary era. What we will be doing is 
to reconcile how that wall was dissolved in early universe cosmology with quantum gravity models, brane 
world models, and Weinberg’s prediction (published as of 1972) of a threshold of 10 to the 32 power 
Kelvin for which quantum effects become dominant in quantum gravity models. All of this leads up to 
conditions in which we can expect relic graviton production which could account for the presence of strong 
gravitational fields in the onset of Guth style inflation, would be in line with Penrose’s predictions via the 
Jeans inequality as to low temperature, low entropy conditions for pre inflationary cosmology. 
 
It is noteworthy that Barvinsky et al in late 2006 [17] recently predicted a range of values of four 
dimensional Planck’s constant between upper and lower bounds. I.e. this is a way to incorporate the 
existence of a cosmological constant at about a Planck’s time Pt  with the formation of scale factors which 
permit the existence of definable space time metrics 
 
. A good argument can be made that prior to Planck’s time Pt  that conventional space time metrics, even 
those adapting to strongly curved space do not apply. Park et al predict an upper range of cosmological 
constant values far in excess of Barvinsky’s prediction, and we explain the difference in terms of a thermal/ 
vacuum energy input into graviton production. We will henceforth investigate how this would affect the 
emergence of an initial state for the scale factor, in the cases where the cosmological constant is first a 
lower bound, and then where the cosmological constant parameter is grows far larger. 
 
A very large cosmological vacuum energy leads to a road map for solving the land scape 
problem.i.e. ( ) 22maxdim,4 3602/3 PP mBmBarvinsky ==Λ −  as a peak value, after graviton production 
would lead to a Hartle-Hawking’s universe wave function [17] of the form for ( ) ( )KelvinTcParkmBmBarvinsky PP 23max1maxdim,422maxdim,4 10)(3602/3 ≈⋅=Λ<<==Λ −−  
0)2/3exp()exp( ≠Λ⋅⋅=−≈ GSEBarvinskyHH πψ                                    (29) 
Conversely Parks values for a nearly infinite cosmological constant parameter, due to high temperatures 
would lead to, prior to graviton production, if we pick a five dimensional ( )βKelvinTc 232dim5 10~ ≈−Λ − for embedding a high temperature version of the Park 
)(maxdim,4 Park−Λ  value in a Brane world configuration 
0)2/3exp()exp(
dim5
⎯⎯ →⎯Λ⋅⋅=−≈ ∞→−−−− TEdensityWorldBraneHH GS πψ         (30) 
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 This allows us to make in roads into a solution to the cosmological land-scape problem discussed by Guth 
in 2003 at the Kalvi institute in UC Santa Barbara. I.e. why have 100010 or so independent vacuum states as 
predicted by String theory?[18] 
 
If one looks at the range of allowed upper bounds of the cosmological constant, we have that the difference 
between  what Barvinsky et al in late 2006 predicted, and Park’s upper limit as of 2003, based upon thermal 
input strongly hints that a phase transition is occurring at or before Planck’s time . This allows for a brief 
interlude of quintessence  
 
Begin with assuming that the absolute value of the five dimensional cosmological ‘constant’ parameter is 
inversely related to temperature, i.e. ( )αTc 11dim5 ⋅∝Λ −      (31) 
As opposed to working with the more traditional four dimensional version of the same. Those wishing to 
get specific values of the constants 1c  and 2c are referred to look at the Beckwith (2006) [10], which 
phrased the release of gravitons in terms of  [11] 
βTc ⋅∝Λ − 2dim4      (32) 
 
We should note that this is assuming that a release in gravitons occurs which leads to the removal of 
graviton energy stored contributions to this cosmological parameter  [ ]KTcmTc Pproductiongraviton 32222dim4 10360 ≈⋅<<⋅⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⋅∝Λ −− β                 (33) 
Needless to say, right after the gravitons are released one still observes a drop off of temperature 
contributions to the cosmological constant .Then we can write, for small time 
values Ptt ⋅≈ 1δ , 10 1 ≤< δ  and for temperatures sharply lower than KelvinT 3210≈ [11] 
~11
5
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≈⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −Λ
Λ
n
O To the order of (1/n)  (34) 
for quantum effects to be dominant in cosmology, with a value of critical energy we will use in setting a 
template for relic graviton production later on. 
eVEcritical
281022.1 ×≡                (35) 
This is presupposing that we have a working cosmology which actually gets to such temperatures at the 
instance of quantum nucleation of a new universe. 
V. Graviton power burst/ where did the missing 
contributions to the cosmological ‘vacuum energy 
‘PARAMETER go? 
To do this, we need to refer to a power spectrum value which can be associated with the emission of a 
graviton. Fortunately, the literature contains a working expression as to power generation for a graviton 
being produced for a rod spinning at a frequency per second  ω , due to Fontana [19], which reportedly 
gives for a rod of length L
)
 and of mass m a formula for graviton production power,  
( )Gc
Lm
powerP netgraviton ⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅= 5
642
45
2)(
ω)
                                                  (36) 
Note here that we need to say something about the contribution of frequency needs to be understood as a 
mechanical analogue to the brute mechanics of graviton production. We can view the frequency netω as an 
input from an energy value, with graviton production number (in terms of energy) as given approximately 
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via an integration of Eqn. (37) below, PlL ∝
)
 mass kgmgraviton
6010−∝ . It also depends upon a huge 
number of relic gravitons being produced, due to the temperature variation so proposed. [10,11] 
( ) 12
22
1
12exp1
−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅⋅⋅
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= ∫ Tkdvaluenetn
ωπ
π
ωω
ω
ω
ω
ω
h               (37) 
Thus, one can set a normalized ‘energy input ‘as effeff nE ωωω ≡⋅≡ )( ; with 
criticalE≡⎯→⎯ ≡ ωω 1hh  which leads to the following table of results, with ∗T  being a heating up value 
of  temperature from a brane world thermal input from a prior universe quantum bounce after a nearly zero 
degrees Kelvin starting point of the pre inflationary universe condition specified by Carroll.. For the sake of 
scaling, we will refer to 3210
3
1~ ×∗T Kelvin [14], with a peak graviton burst happening at the time 
where quantum gravity becomes a dominant contribution to early universe vacuum energy nucleation. I.e. 
this phase transition occurs in a very brief instant of cosmological time with the onset of the graviton burst 
being modeled at times 4310~ −<< Ptt .seconds. The values of N1, to N5 are partly scaled graviton burst 
values. The tie in of a relic graviton burst so presented with brane world models has been partly explained 
in the author’s publication and our description of a link of the sort between a brane world effective 
potential and eventual Guth style inflation has been partly replicated by Sago, Himenoto, and Sasaki [20] in 
November 2001 where they assumed a given scalar potential, assuming that m is the mass of the bulk scalar 
field. This permits mixing the false vacuum hypothesis of Coleman in 4 dimensions with brane world 
theory in five dimensions.    
 
2
0 2
1)( φφ mVV +=                                            (38) 
 
Their model is in part governed by a restriction of their 5-dimensional metric to be of the form, with 
=l brane world curvature radius, and Hˆ H their version of the Hubble parameter 
dim4
2222 )ˆ( −⋅⋅+= dSlHdrdS                                 (39) 
I.e. if we take 25k  as being a 5 dimensional gravitational constant 
 
6
ˆ 0
2
5 VkH ⋅=                        (40) 
Our difference with Eqn. (38) is that we are proposing that it is an intermediate step, and not a global 
picture of the inflation field potential system. However, the paper they present with its focus upon the zero 
mode contributions to vacuum expectations 2δφ  on a brane has similarities as to what we did which 
should be investigated further. The difference between what they did, and our approach is in their value of [ ] 222dim42 )ˆ2exp(1 dxtHHdtdS ⋅⋅⋅⋅+−≡−                          (41) 
This assumes one is still working with a modified Gaussian potential all the way through, This is assuming 
that there exists an effective five dimensional cosmological parameter which is still less than zero, with 
05 <Λ , and 0255 Vk ⋅>Λ  so that [20] 
00
2
55,5 <⋅+Λ=Λ Vkeff              (42) 
 
It is simply a matter of having  
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0
22 Vm <<⋅φ                              (43) 
And of making the following identification [ ]
dim4dim4dim5
~~
−−− −≈≡∝ nsfluctuatioϕφφφφ    (44) 
With nsfluctuatioϕ in Eqn. (34) is an equilibrium value of a true vacuum minimum for a chaotic four 
dimensional quadratic scalar potential for inflationary cosmology. This in the context of the fluctuations 
having an upper bound of φ~~  PP(Here, nsfluctuatioϕφ ≥
~~
). And t
G
m ⋅⋅⋅−≡− πφφ 12
~~~
dim4 , where we use 
1.31.3
2
60~~ ≡≈⋅> PP MMπφ , with M P  being a Planck’s mass. This identifies an imbedding 
structure we will elaborate upon later on.  This will in its own way lead us to make sense of a phase 
transition we will write as a four dimensional embedded structure within the 5 dimensional Sundrum brane 
world structure and the four dimensional [10,11] 
( ) ( )
ttttt
decreaseincrease
VV
PP ⋅+≥→≤
⋅≤→⋅≤
→
δ
πφπφ 2~2~
~~
21
                                               (45)  
The potentials 1
~V , and 2
~V  will be described in terms of chaotic inflationary scalar potential system. Here, 
( ) 22 100/1 PMm ⋅≈  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )2221 ~2~cos12~ ∗−⋅+−⋅∝ φφφφ mTmV a                         -                           (46) 
( ) ( )22 ~21~ CV φφφ −⋅∝                                                            (47) 
The transition from Eqn. (46) above to Eqn. (47) is when we have a relic graviton burst as given below 
which also is when we have a removal of an axion wall contribution with the axion mass term ( ) ≈⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ +→ εetemperaturPlanckTempa Tm very small value almost non existent in contribution due to 
temperature scaling as given below.[21]  
( ) ( ) 7.3)/(01.0 TTmTm QCDaa Λ⋅=⋅≅                                                          (48)  
We assert that we need a five dimensional brane world picture to formulate what configuration the non zero 
axion mass makes initially to a Sundrum initial compactified 5th dimensional presentation of the action 
integral as given in Beckwith (2006)[10,11]. As the contribution to Eqn. (48) vanishes, we see the 
following graviton burst. 
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Table 1 How to outline the existence of a relic graviton 
burst 
N1=1.794 E-6 for  ∗= TTemp  Power = 0 
N2=1.133 E-4 for ∗= TTemp 2  Power = 0 
N3= 7.872  E+21 for ∗= TTemp 3  Power =    1.058 E+16 
N4= 3.612E+16 for ∗= TTemp 4  Power ≅  very small value  
N5= 4.205E-3  for ∗= TTemp 5  Power=   0 
 
The outcome is that there is a distinct power spike associated with Eqn. 36 and Eqn. 37, which is congruent 
with a relic graviton burst. Future research objectives will be to configure the conditions via brane world 
dynamics leading to graviton production. A good working model as to how the cosmological constant 
changes in this comparison of four and five dimensional cosmological constants is provided in tables given 
in Beckwith arXIV physics article mentioned in the reference section.. 
 
 VI formation of the scalar field, bifurcation results 
Start with Padamans’s formulas[12] 
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +⋅≡ 2
2
3
1
8
3~)(
H
H
G
HVtV
&
πφ                                (49) 
( ) ∫ −⋅ GHdtt πφ 4~
&
                                                (50) 
If aaH &= , Eqn. (50) gives us zero scalar field values at the beginning of quantum nucleation of 
a universe, and at the point of accelerated expansion due to the final value of the cosmological constant 
an accelerating value of the cosmological scale factor expansion rate. We justify this statement, by 
going to early universe expansion models which have ( ) )(~ initialtHINITIAL eta ⋅ , as juxtaposed with a 
later as the present time development of the scalar factor along the lines 
of ( ) [ ] )(~ latertdaypresentlater eta ⋅−Λ . Both regimes, if we use them in Eqn. (50) above lead to zero values 
for a quintessence scalar field. But it does not stop there. We will show later that in actuality that the 
scalar field so considered actually likely damps out far before the CMBR barrier value of expansion 
when Z = 1100 about 380,000 to  400,000 years after the big bang.  
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Theorem 4 : We observe a zero value of the scalar field ( )tφ at the onset 
of the big bang, and in the present to future era of cosmological 
evolution. 
Proof : Eqn (50) has the time derivative of aaH &=  go to zero when 
the scale factor ( ) )(~ initialtHINITIAL eta ⋅ , and ( ) [ ] )(~ latertdaypresentlater eta ⋅−Λ  
Lemma: The existence of two zero values of the scalar field ( )tφ at the 
onset, and at a later time imply a bifurcation behavior for modeling 
quintessence scalar fields. 
VI a. Physical argument using inflationary dynamics 
arguing for an initially very large cosmological Vacuum 
energy 
How can we come up with physical conditions leading to a large cosmological constant? The easiest 
way to do so is to look at an argument provided by Thanu Padmanabhan [22], leading to the observed 
cosmological constant value suggested by Park 
2244 ~~
~
8
~
observedPlanckHPlanck
IRUV
observed
VAC
Hlll
G
⋅⋅
⋅Λ
−−−
ρρπρ                                 (51) 
≈Δρ  a dark energy density GH observed2~                        (52) 
We can replace 2, observedobserved HΛ by 2, initialinitial HΛ . In addition we may look at inputs from the initial 
value of the Hubble parameter to get the necessary e folding needed for inflation, according to 
4339
infinf
1010
100
−≥⇒
≥≡⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −⋅=−
initial
ofbeginningofEnd
initial
H
NttHfoldingsE
      (53) 
Leading to   
( ) ( ) ( )NofBeginningaofEnda expinfinf ≡−−−−             (54) 
If we set [ ]KelvinTcinitial 321 10~~ ⋅Λ  implying a very large initial cosmological constant value, we 
get in line with what Park suggested for times much less than the Planck interval of time at the instant of 
nucleation of a vacuum state 
[ ] ∞≈⋅Λ Ginitial π810~ 156                                                      (55) 
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Theorem 5: The existence of inflation itself in the onset of 
cosmological expansion implies a huge cosmological vacuum energy in 
relic conditions 
Proof : See Eqn (55) above, and its development from first principles in 
this section  
This will be in tandem with our next result which specifies a region of space which is necessary for 
analyzing physical processes connected with graviton production, and the initial onset of a chaotic region 
of space time with wildly fluctuating minimal conditions for the scale factor. 
  
[ ]KTcmTc Pproductiongraviton 32222dim4 10360 ≈⋅<<⋅⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⋅∝Λ −−                   (56) 
 
VI b. Randall Sundrum effective potential. Tie in with 5th 
dimensions presented 
The consequences of the fifth-dimension show up in a simple warped compactification involving two 
branes, i.e., a Planck world brane, and an IR brane. Let's call the brane where gravity is localized the Planck 
brane. This construction [4,10,11]permits (assuming K is a constant picked to fit brane world requirements)  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫∫
− ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⋅−+⋅⋅−⋅−∂⋅⋅⋅⋅=
π
π
πδδφφφθ RxxKmRdxdS M 552
2
524
5 22
1                     (57) 
Here, what is called 25m  can be linked to Kaluza Klein “excitations” via (for a number n > 0)  
2
52
2
2 m
R
nmn +≡                                                            (58) 
To build the Kaluza–Klein theory, one picks an invariant metric on the circle S1 that is the fiber of the U 
(1)-bundle of electromagnetism. This leads to construction of a two component scalar term with 
contributions of different signs[10,11] 
( )( ) ( )( )4 45 phys physeff effS d x V R x d x V R x= − ⋅ → − ⋅∫ ∫ %                                   (59) 
We should briefly note what an effective potential is in this situation.  
We get  
( )( ) ( )( )( )( )
( )( )
( )( )
2 2
5 5
5 55 5
1 exp 1 exp
2 21 exp 1 exp
phys phys
physeff
phys phys
m R x m R xK KV R x
m mm R x m R x
π π
π π
+ ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅= ⋅ + ⋅⋅ ⋅− ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅
% %%
% %                                 (60) 
This above system has a metastable vacuum for a given special value of ( )physR x . Start with  
( )3 4exp( ) expspace Euclidian E Ed x d L d x LτΨ ∝ − ≡ − ⋅∫ ∫                                       (61) 
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( ) { } ( ) { }2 20 001 12 2E QL Q φ φ φ φ⎯⎯→≥ + ⋅ − ⎯⎯⎯⎯→ ⋅ − ⋅% %                                       (62) 
Part of the integrand in Eqn. (61) is known as an action integral, S = ∫ L dt, where L is the Lagrangian of 
the system. Where as we also are assuming a change to what is known as Euclidean time, via i tτ = ⋅ , which 
has the effect of inverting the potential to emphasize the quantum bounce hypothesis of Sidney Coleman. In 
that hypothesis, L is the Lagrangian with a vanishing kinetic energy contribution, i.e. L V→ , where V is a 
potential whose graph is ‘inverted’ by the Euclidian time. Here, the spatial dimension ( )physR x  is defined 
so that 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )2212 2 1constant +   2phys phys critical CeffV R x R x R V φ φ φ≈ ⋅ − ∝ ∝ ⋅ −% %% %                 (63) 
And  
{ } 2 gapE= ⋅ Δ ⋅  (64) 
We should note that the quantity { } 2 gapE= ⋅ Δ ⋅  referred to above has a shift in minimum energy values 
between a false vacuum minimum energy value, Efalse  min, and a true vacuum minimum energy Etrue  min, with 
the difference in energy reflected in Eqn. (64) above.  
This is akin to making the following identification of the axion contribution to a 4 dimensional potential for  
low temperatures ( ) ( ) 2322arg22 10100 mKTmmTm aelTa <<≈⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⋅≅≈ →+ε I.e. we look at axion 
walls specified by Kolb’s book about conditions in the early universe (1991)[21] with his Eqn. (10.27) 
vanishing and collapsing to Guth’s quadratic inflation. I.e. having the quadratic contribution to an inflation 
potential arise due to the vanishing of the axion contribution, as given below 
( ) ( ) [ ]( ) +∞→⎯⎯ →⎯−⋅⋅= 0//(cos1/ 22 TPQPQa NfaNfmaV                                (65) 
Theorem 6: A five dimensional embedding of a scalar potential is 
congruent with the collapse of axion domain walls 
Proof : See Eqn (63) plus the emergence of a dominant value for a 
quadratic potential as given by Eqn (65) 
VII. Consequences of DYNAMICS of Axion Interaction with 
Baryonic matter, via quintessence scalar field 
Bo Feng et al. [23]as of 2006 presented a phenomenological effective Lagrangian to provide an argument 
as to possible CPT violations in the early universe. Their model stated, specifying a non zero value to ( )φ0∂  where ( ) 00 ≠∂ φ   
( )
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−
−
−
−−
⋅⋅∂
0
0
0
0
~
xyz
Xzy
yzx
zyx
ueff
EEB
EEB
EEB
BBB
AL νφ                                 (66) 
We are providing a necessary set of conditions for ( ) 00 ≠∂ φ  via a first order early universe phase 
transition. Bo Feng and his research colleagues gave plenty of evidence via CMB style arguments as to the 
existence of non zero ‘electric’ and ‘magnetic’ field contributions to the left hand side of Eqn. (66) above.  
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In addition they state that TC and GC correlation power spectra require the violation of parity, a 
supposition which seems to be supported via a change  of a polarization plane  αΔ  via having incoming 
photons having their polarization vector of each incoming photon rotated by an angle αΔ for indicating 
what they call ‘cosmological birefringence’ . The difference between their results and ours lies in the CMB 
limiting value of z as no larger than about 1000 to 1100, i.e. as of when the universe was just 400,000 years 
past the big bang. This indicates a non zero ( ) 00 ≠∂ φ , but in itself does not provide dynamics as to the 
early evolution of a quintessence scalar field, which our manuscript out lines above. The work done by Bo 
Feng is still limited by the zero probability of observing relic photon production at the onset of inflation, at 
or about a Planck time instance, whereas what we did was to give predictions as to how quintessence in 
scalar fields evolves before the z = 1100 red shift 
This discussion is modeled on an earlier paper on Quintessence and spontaneous Leptogenesis 
(baryogenesis) by [24] M. Li, X. Wang, B.Feng, and Z. Zhang which gave an effective Lagrangian, and an 
equation of ‘motion’ for quintessence which yielded four significant cases for our perusal. The last case , 
giving a way to reconcile the influx of thermal energy of a quantum bounce into an axion dominated initial 
cosmology, which lead to dissolution of the excess axion ‘mass’. This final reduction of axion ‘mass’ via 
temperature variation leads to the Guth style chaotic inflationary regime. 
 
Let us now look at a different effective Lagrangian which has some similarities to B. Feng’s effective 
Lagrangian, Eqn. (66), but which leads to our equations of motion for Quintessence scalar fields, assuming 
as was in Eqn. (66) that specifying a non zero value to ( )φ0∂  where ( ) 00 ≠∂ φ is implicitly assumed  i.e.  
( ) μμφ JMcLeff ⋅∂⋅∝
~
 ……………………         .. (67) 
What will be significant will be the constant, c~  which is the strength of interaction between a quintessence 
scalar field and baryonic matter. M in the denominator is a mass scale which can be either planck
MM ≡
, 
or GUTMM ≡ is not so important to our discussion, and μJ  is in reference to a baryonic ‘current’. The 
main contribution to our analysis this paper gives us is in their quintessence ‘equation of motion’ which we 
will present, next. Note, that what we are calling bg is the degrees of freedom of baryonic states of matter, 
and T is a back ground temperature w.r.t. early universe conditions. )(1 timetH ≅ is the Hubble 
parameter, with time ( )PtOt ∝ , i.e. time on the order of Planck’s time, or in some cases much smaller 
than that. 
 
0
6
~
13
6
~
1
2
2
2
2 ≅⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅⋅+⋅ −φφφ
contriaxion
bb
V
gT
M
cHgT
M
c &&&  (68) 
Here I am making the following assumption about the axion contribution scalar potential system 
( )[ ] ( )( ) ( )22
2
cos1 Caxioncontriaxion
mTmfV φφφ −⋅+−⋅≡−  (69) 
For low temperatures, we can assume that prior to inflation, when Ptt <<  ( )[ ] ( )( )22 10050~0 mTmf KelvinTaxion ⋅−≈                   (70) 
And that right at the point where we have a thermal input with back ground temperatures at or greater than 
Kelvin1210  we are observing for 10 <<< +ε   and times  Ptt <<  
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( )[ ] ( )( )210 ~32 mTmf KelvinTaxion ⋅+≈ ε                        (71) 
This entails having at high enough temperatures 
( )22
10 232 CKelvinTcontriaxion
mV φφ −⋅≅>−  …………………………. (72) 
Let us now review the four cases so mentioned and to use them to analyze new physics 
CASE I: 
Temperature T very small, a.k.a. Carroll and Chen’s suppositions (also see Penrose’s version of the Jeans 
inequality)[25] and time less than Pt . This is the slow roll case, which is also true when we get to time >> 
Pt  
03
6
~
13
6
~
1
0
2
2
2
2
≅⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂+⋅⋅⋅⎯⎯ →⎯
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅⋅+⋅
−
→
−
+ φφ
φφφ
contriaxion
T
contriaxion
bb
VH
VgT
M
cHgT
M
c
&
&&&
       (73) 
 
CASE II: 
Temperature T very large and time in the neighborhood of Pt . This is NOT the slow roll case, and 
has PtH 1∝ . Note, which is important that the constant c  is not specified to be a small quantity 
0)(
6
~
3
6
~
13
6
~
1
2
12
210
2
2
2
2
12 ≅⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⋅=∂
∂⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅⋅+⋅
−
−
→
−
C
contriaxion
bKelvinT
contriaxion
bb
m
V
gT
M
cH
V
gT
M
cHgT
M
c
φφφφφ
φφφ
&&&
&&&
   
(74) 
We then get a general, and a particular solution 
with ( ) particulargeneralTotalCparticulargeneral tp φφφφφφ +=≡⋅∝ ,,exp ,  
( )
[ ]
( )( )tpctpc
pp
gcT
Mm
HgcT
MmHp
mgT
M
cpHp
general
bb
b
⋅≈−⋅+⋅−⋅≅⇒
≡⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ −≈⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⋅⋅
⋅⋅−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅⋅
⋅⋅−⋅−≅→
≅⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+
+
+
−
εφ
ε
2211
212
22
2
22
2
12
2
2
exp)exp(
,6,42
2
3
0
6
~
3
 (75) 
...1 TOH
valueinitial
CparticulargeneralTotal +⋅+≅+= φεφφφφ  , where 11<ε  (76) 
CASE III: 
Temperature T very large and time in the neighborhood of Pt . This is not the slow roll case, and has 
PtH 1∝ . Note, which is important that the constant c  is specified to be a small quantity. We get much 
the same analysis as before except the higher order terms (H.O.T.) do not factor in  
valueinitial
CparticulargeneralTotal φεφφφφ ⋅+≅+= 1  , where 11<ε           (77) 
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Case IV: 
Temperature T not necessarily large but on the way of becoming large valued, so the axion mass is not 
negligible, YET, and time in the neighborhood of Pt . This is NOT the slow roll case, and 
has Ptt tHH P 1∝> = . Begin with making the following approximation to the Axion dominated effective 
potential 
( )[ ] ( )( ) ( )
( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]( )[ ]φφφφ
φ
φφφ
22
35
arg
2
2
6125
2
cos1
mTmfmTmfTmf
V
mTmfV
axionaxionaxion
erlgettingeTemperatur
contriaxion
Caxioncontriaxion
−⋅++⋅−⋅
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂
⇒−⋅+−⋅≡
−
−
       (78) 
Then we obtain 
0
6
~
3
12
2 ≅⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+ −
−
φφφ
contriaxion
b
VgT
M
cH &&&                                 (79) 
This will lead to as the temperature rises we get that the general solution has definite character as follows 
( )
( )[ ]( ) [ ]
( )
( )[ ] ( )[ ]
[ ] ( )[ ] smallTmiffreal
elTmiffimaginaryireal
tpctpc
ppTmfm
HgcT
MHp
mgT
M
cpHp
axion
axion
general
axion
b
b
)(
arg)(
exp)exp(
,
3
611
2
3
0
6
~
3
2211
21
2
2
2
2
12
2
2
φ
φφ
φ
∝
⋅+∝
⋅⋅+⋅⋅≅⇒
≡⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ +⋅⋅⋅⋅
⋅−±⋅−≅→
≅⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+
−
 (80) 
 
This is in tandem with strikingly non linear behavior of the scalar field itself. As can be viewed from 
analysis. As the axion mass disappears, we go to how this compares with earlier attempts to analyze the 
cosmological “ constant” parameter , which involves one loop approximations to effective potential 
calculations as given in the Cambridge university publication “ General Relativity - An Einstein 
Centenary Survey “[26]. 
Theorem 7: Scalar fields due to quintessence, with the rise of temperature 
associated with vacuum energy rising, tend to a real valued result, which 
damps out rapidly  
Proof: See Eqn (80) above, and theorem 4. 
 This above is a result we cam compare with the stress energy analogy given below, allowing us to make 
geometrical arguments similar in spirit to the approximations used for the above quintessence scalar 
fields. 
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IX. Consequences of comparing stress energy tensor contributions to 
vacuum energy density states 
The direct physical analogy we are referring to is one similar to QED, where we initially start off with a 
vacuum to vacuum matrix treatment of the stress tensor vuT , including the gravitational field via [27] the 
analogy 
vacinvacout
g
ivacinTvacout
vu
vu ,|,2,||,
,
,
δ
δ−=                (81) 
This is similar to what is obtain in QED, via a four current analogy seen in QED 
vacinvacout
A
ivacinjvacout
u
u ,|,2,||, δ
δ−=                         (82) 
The problem in all of this is that a treatment of any averaging of the stress-energy tensor has 
0,||, ,, ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯= −→ spaceFlatgeometryvuvu TvacinTvacout             (83) 
And that if we take the analogy of the Casmir parallel plate capacitors with, for ( ) 4aAaf ≈ , with A set 
as a universal constant, and =a separation distance between the Casmir plates 
( ) [ ] 40,00,, ~3,1,1,1 aATdiagafT Vacvuvu −≡⎯⎯ →⎯−−×= → ρ              (84) 
How to reconcile this with the aforementioned brane theory values and what is known about singularities, 
we come up with the obvious conclusion. That there is more to the problem than what Eqn. (84) gives, 
which is in magnitude a de facto cosmological vacuum energy. Our work is a considerable elaboration 
upon what is given by Eqn. (84) above. 
IXa : Conclusion of a proof for the 1st theorem 
Proof: A non-linear equation for the Reisnner-Nordstrom metric, as 
dominated by huge vacuum energy values gives us an idea of what we can 
expect, as seen in Eqn (2) above. First, we have that Crowell presents the 
solution to a time dependent solution of the Wheeler De Witt equation. The 
relic graviton result is a by product of the same thermal flux as argued in 
the domination of the function given by Eqn. (2) . We will present the TFAE 
as appendix 1 of this document,   
X. Important and novel results. 
We have argued that the existence of such a non-linear equation for early universe scale factor evolution 
introduces a de facto ‘information’ barrier between a prior universe which as we argue can only include 
thermal bounce input to the new nucleation phase of our present universe, which in turn would argue in 
favor of maximum entropy, which in turn confirms the Seth Lloyd ten to the 120 power bit computing limit 
as mentioned above, as a model for how the universe evolves 
 
. 
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X b. Conclusions 
 
1. Preliminary analysis suggests that we have a de facto pitch fork bifurcation of the scalar field (which is 
for) associated with dark energy production. We show via analytical methods that our model of 
Quintessence is for a very short term phenomenon.  
2. We (likely) have a highly (pronounced) non linear dynamic regime for the initial evolution of the scale 
factor. This is due to thermal input from a large cosmological constant, which would as we go to inflation 
reduce to a constant value in line with and in agreement with what we observe in today’s expanding 
universe. 
3. Relic graviton production would be in tandem with a (causal) barrier of blockage of information flow 
from a prior universe to what we observe today. 
4.  If we have such non-linear behavior of the scale factor, leading to a causal information barrier between 
different cycles of an oscillating universe, we can now look at a new way to analyze the Wheeler – De Witt 
eqn; first for the case of a traditional scale factor treatment, and (then) alternatively in terms of gravitons 
plus the scale factor expression in terms of harmonic oscillators. 
 
Xc. (Suggestion for future) Additional research work with respect to 
modification of the Wheeler De Witt equation to take into account 
graviton production. 
 
1. The 1st such equation is traditionally give, as stated by Kolb and Turner in their book on the early 
universe, as 
( ) 0
34
9 422
2
2
2
=Ψ⋅⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅Λ−⋅⋅−∂
∂ aaa
Ga
effectiveπ            (85) 
As mentioned in the reference “The Early Universe, by Kolb and Turner this wave functional can be done 
described in terms of combination of Airy type solutions. These solutions though would not be particularly 
helpful when we examine what happens with widely varying effectiveΛ  values placed in Eqn. (85) above. 
 
2. We have looked at the influx of Gravitons, in early universe conditions. As of 1991, a SHO model type 
de composition of such an equation was derived by H.F. Dowker, and R. Laflamme [28] This is written up 
in terms of both a scalar evolution equation, and spin two graviton as follows: 
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This is in the form of two SHO equations, with one wave functional, with the first term in parenthesis with 
respect to evolution of a scale factor, and the second in terms of graviton modes, as given in an index n, 
above. The solution of the above equation, as written up by Dowker, et al is a product of a Hermite 
polynomial plus other terms, along the lines of  { }( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2
,
2
2 2exp~, rn
rn
n
ppn ndaaHda rn∏±=± ⋅−⋅=Ψ ψ             (87) 
The first term in the right hand side of Eqn (87) above is a Hermite polynomial of degree p, and the 2nd 
part, i.e. the product wave function expression is for the graviton wave functional. We intend to 
considerably elaborate upon this approach, taking a discretized version of the first equation to obtain a 
specific graviton linkage to scale factor evolution. 
Appendix 1 : Showing that T.F.A.E. in Theorem 1 
First, 1 implies 2, in Theorem 1 
 We begin with  
( ) ( ) 2
2
22 Ω++⋅−= d
rF
drdtrFdS                           (1) 
As well as look at ( ) ( ) ( )⇒≈⋅≡≈⋅Λ⋅−∂
∂
PP lrTlrr
F η
3
2~ domination of a 
wavefunctional Ψ via a ( )Tη≡Λ⋅−
3
2  due to 
( ) { } 2212 CACAT ⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅−∝Ψ ωηη                               (2) 
Next , 2 implies 3, in Theorem 1 
High value of ( )Tη≡Λ⋅−
3
2  is due to a very high temperature which is transferred into 
the set up used to define inputs into Eqn (36) and Eqn (37) which results in the power 
burst shown in the 1st table. 
Next , 3 implies 1, in Theorem 1.  
The graviton burst so identified is a way to get  
( ) ( ) [ ]( ) +∞→⎯⎯ →⎯−⋅⋅= 0//(cos1/ 22 TPQPQa NfaNfmaV                 (3) 
This forms a necessary condition for forming a removal of the embedding condition 
of 5th dimensional structure used to get the Hartle-Hawking wave functional to 
move from ( )αTc 11dim5 ⋅∝Λ −  to  [ ]KTcmTc Pproductiongraviton 32222dim4 10360 ≈⋅<<⋅⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⋅∝Λ −− β       (4) 
This implies a Hartle-Hawking value 
0)2/3exp()exp(
dim5
⎯⎯ →⎯Λ⋅⋅=−≈ ∞→−−−− TEdensityWorldBraneHH GS πψ                  (5) 
Leading to 
0)2/3exp()exp( ≠Λ⋅⋅=−≈ GSEBarvinskyHH πψ                      (6) 
This pre supposes a very high temperature flux with a maximum temperature of the 
order of KT 03210≈ which is where we begin part 1 of Theorem 1.  
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